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Corporates – North America

Heat map: Coronavirus will negatively
impact corporate credit, effects widen in
downside scenario
» We expect global spread of the coronavirus to negatively impact a modest
portion of North American corporates under our macroeconomic baseline scenario,
but under our downside scenario that would surge to 45% of companies and
global recession risks have risen. Airlines, cruise lines, and hotel operators will be hit
by a slowdown in travel and tourism. Supply chain disruptions will be more harmful for
automotive and technology companies. Oil & gas, chemicals, and mining will be hurt by
lower commodity prices. Reduced consumer discretionary spending will hit consumer
nondurables, gaming, and restaurants. Some industries will be resilient generally. We
expect some sectors like construction, food & beverage, packaging, telecommunications,
and waste management to be broadly resilient in both scenarios. Our heat map does not
incorporate any specific responses by policymakers that may buoy certain industries.

» Only about 16% of North American corporates landed in the “high exposure”
category on our heat map, indicating potential near-term implications for credit
quality, and possibly ratings, under the baseline scenario published on 6 March
2020. This scenario assumes infections rise through the second quarter, leading to travel
restrictions, quarantines, and closures of schools, factories, and businesses in the most
affected countries. G-20 GDP will grow 2.1% this year, but monetary and fiscal measures will
provide support later in 2020. We caution that as events unfold very rapidly on a daily basis,
there is a higher than usual degree of uncertainty around our forecasts and our assessment
will evolve over time with new developments. Passenger airlines, auto suppliers, apparel,
gaming, lodging and leisure (including cruise lines), and transportation are most vulnerable.

» About 29% of companies fell in the “moderate exposure” category, indicating
potential credit quality and possibly ratings implications under our downside
scenario. That assumes a large increase in infections and public fear the virus will not
be contained, leading to extensive and prolonged travel restrictions, quarantines, and
multiregional closures of schools, factories, and businesses. In that case, we expect G-20 GDP
to grow only 1.4% in 2020 and monetary and fiscal stimulus to be insufficient to support the
economy. Sectors like oil & gas, manufacturing, and chemicals would be more vulnerable.

» Liquidity is a more-significant concern for aerospace, apparel, consumer
nondurables, and mining. Approximately 20% of rated companies in these sectors score
“high” for liquidity issues. Some aerospace companies, for example, are already under
liquidity pressure due to the Boeing 737 MAX situation. Some industries have weaker credit
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quality and more liquidity concerns, evidenced by more deep speculative-grade corporate ratings, SGL-4 liquidity ratings (our lowest),
and debt maturities in 2020 and 2021. We expect high-yield credit spreads to widen and market access to become choppy, making it
more difficult for companies to address urgent liquidity needs and upcoming debt maturities, in the case of financial market disruption.

G-20 GDP forecast to slow in 2020 on coronavirus; recession risks rising, credit conditions weaken
Global economic conditions are deteriorating on simultaneous supply and demand shocks. Our current forecasts incorporate a high
degree of uncertainty with the ongoing spread of the virus and evolving policy responses. Our baseline macroeconomic scenario
assumes the number of global coronavirus cases will rise through the second quarter, leading to travel restrictions, quarantines, and
closures of schools, factories, and businesses in the most affected countries. We expect these shocks will materially slow economic
activity in 2020, particularly in the first half of the year. The baseline scenario assumes G-20 GDP growth of 2.1% in 2020 (down 0.3
percentage points from previous forecast) compared to 2.6% in 2019. We expect GDP will grow 4.8% in China, 1.5% in the US, and
0.7% in the Euro area. Italy will fall into a recession, but monetary loosening and targeted fiscal stimulus will help support hard-hit
sectors in the second half of 2020.

That said, the outbreak is spreading rapidly, disrupting day-to-day life in affected regions, and closing certain businesses, especially in
highly-affected metro areas with significant population density. A lengthy outbreak would affect economic activity for longer, leading
to heightened recessionary dynamics and a more significant demand shock. A sustained pullback in consumption would hurt corporate
earnings, prompt layoffs, and weigh on consumer sentiment. Heightened asset-price volatility would magnify the shock. Resilience of
North American corporates to an economic recession varies considerably by sector and, in some cases, within sectors. The dynamics of
a pandemic-driven recession would play out differently with cruise lines and passenger airlines, which will face far more immediate and
significant disruption than in a typical downturn.

Exhibit 1

G-20 Economic growth, annual % change

Source: Moody's Investors Service

A much bleaker picture in downside economic scenario
An extensive and prolonged slump is our current downside scenario, which considers rising recession risks. The forecast assumes a
significant increase in Coronavirus cases and in public fear that the virus will not be contained, leading to extensive and prolonged
restrictions on travel, quarantines, and multiregional closures of schools, factories, and businesses. In that scenario, G-20 GDP will grow
just 1.4% in 2020, including 3.7% in China and 0.9% in the US. Germany, Japan, and Italy would all fall into recession.

Some advanced economies, including the US, would experience a short-duration technical recession with contraction for a couple
of quarters before rebounding. Monetary and fiscal stimulus would prove insufficient to support the economy in this scenario. Our
downside scenario would have a more substantive effect on sectors and companies in the “moderate exposure” category and, while
expected to remain resilient, even sectors in the “low exposure” category would likely be affected.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Exhibit 2

MIS Assumptions for Baseline and Downside Scenarios

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Fiscal and monetary measures will help limit the damage on individual economies. Early policy announcements from fiscal authorities,
central banks, and international organizations suggest a strong response in affected countries. The US Federal Reserve cut its federal
funds rate by 50 basis points in an initial action, near the lower bound in a second action, and pumped liquidity into the Treasury
market. US Congress passed a rescue package on 13 March 2020 that includes measures to support public health and the economy, but
it remains subject to a vote by the Senate.

Weaker credit-market conditions could exacerbate challenges for companies with weak liquidity during this epidemic, especially those
with upcoming debt maturities. We expect a material increase in high-yield credit spreads over the next two quarters as economic
growth slows and financial conditions weaken. We expect high-yield spreads will widen to 500-600 basis points under our baseline
macroeconomic scenario, and 1,200-1,300 basis points under our downside scenario. The peak is similar to spreads of about 1,000
bps in the 2000-2002 period, but meaningfully below the 2008-2009 global financial crisis. We do not use the financial crisis as the
benchmark because improvements in the banking sector, including higher core capital and liquidity levels, reduced levels of illiquid
assets, more diversified earnings, and heightened supervision, lower the likelihood of the same magnitude of disruption. We expect the
global speculative-grade default rate to increase to 9.7%, which is comparable to the peak of 9.6% in 2002 but well below the peak of
13.4% during the 2008 global financial crisis.

Heat map shows varied exposure among North American corporate sectors
Our heat map for North American corporates is generally consistent with the global heat map published on 16 March 2020. Our heat
maps reflect a combination of a bottom-up analysis of each rated issuer, which takes into consideration individual circumstances,
combined with a top-down qualitative assessment of each sector, which focuses more heavily on the sectors most exposed during
coronavirus outbreaks in highly affected regions. Sectors listed in the “high exposure” category are considered immediately vulnerable
to credit negative effects under our baseline scenario. Sectors listed in the “moderate exposure” category will show some resilience but
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would be hurt more significantly under our downside scenario. Those sectors in the “low exposure” category would be affected less
significantly, but still see some effects, particularly in issuer-specific situations highlighted by our bottom-up analysis. Our heat map
does not incorporate government intervention, though it would be considered in issuer-specific credit analysis.

Exhibit 3

North America coronavirus heat map

This heat map is based on a bottom-up analysis of individual issuers' COVID-19 exposure, overlaid with qualitative considerations for the sectors believed to be most exposed to the
outbreaks in the highly affected regions. Our heat map does not include industry-specific government intervention, though it would be considered in our credit analysis.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Consistency with global heatmap evidences interconnectedness around the world, but a few notable differences
Non-food retail and steel are less exposed compared to other regions. Non-food retail reflects a blend of different types of businesses,
including some that would remain resilient like drug stores, convenience stores/gas stations, and discounters (not food). Others would
be hurt because they sell less essential products or could be subject to government-mandated shutdowns, like department stores,
home goods, electronics retailers. Home improvement is less certain.

US steel producers, which utilize electric arc furnaces for a majority of production, are less reliant on raw material imports (blast
furnaces use iron ore, coking coal) than producers in other regions, less impacted by transportation disruptions, and benefit from trade
protection (section 232 tariffs, antidumping duties, countervailing duties). US coal mining, which is already under significant pressure
from lower export coal prices and ongoing secular decline in demand from utilities, will do worse than the broader metals & mining
industry and steel industry in part due to escalating ESG-related concerns that are limiting access to capital.

Pharmaceuticals are more exposed compared to other regions. Pharmaceutical companies have significant supply chain exposure to
China. Most branded pharmaceutical companies produce their own drugs, but China is important to their innovative treatments and
most generic companies source active ingredients from China.

Other sectors on the global heat map are regionally significant outside of North America. For example, sugar and ethanol is a very
significant sector in Latin America, but much less important in North America. Ethanol is a very small business for much larger
companies like commodity trading firm Archer-Daniels-Midland Company (A2 stable) and Valero Energy Corporation (Baa2 stable).
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Bottom-up analysis suggests some specific credit exposures
Roughly 16% of the more than 2,000 rated corporate debt issuers have “high” exposure today (see Exhibit 4). The companies that
fall into this category are dominated by automotive suppliers, passenger airlines, and the lodging and leisure sectors (which includes
cruise lines) – including some investment-grade issuers. Outside of these three sectors, most companies that fall in the “high exposure”
category are rated in the “B” and “Caa” rating buckets.

Exhibit 4

Coronavirus exposure by number of companies

HIGH
16%

MEDIUM
29%

LOW
55%

Based on an analysis of more than 2,000 rated issuers. All issuers with an SGL-4 Speculative Grade Liquidity rating and issuers flagged as high liquidity exposure are all classified as high
overall exposure.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Passenger airlines sector is one of the most exposed
We cut the outlook for airlines to negative on March 6. We expect passenger airlines’ operating profit and cash generation will be
under pressure throughout 2020, more so in the first half. Capacity reductions have and may continue to be implemented, particularly
since travel between certain countries is temporarily restricted and other countries may follow suit in upcoming weeks. International
long-haul carriers first eliminated or significantly reduced service to Chinese cities in late January. Because the coronavirus has now
reached most continents, we expect carriers will cut service to regions where there is little demand because of widespread outbreaks
or pursuant to government restrictions. We expect a sharp decline in passenger traffic through at least the second quarter. Operating
margins will be hurt, with reductions in variable costs and lower fuel prices that help offset, though not fully, the effect of declining
revenue on earnings. All rated companies in this industry fall into the “high” exposure category (see Exhibit 5).
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Exhibit 5

Distribution of risk exposures by industry
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Based on an analysis of more than 2,000 rated issuers.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Cruise lines will be hit by falling demand, hotels by less business travel
Cruise lines will be hit hard by a significant reduction in demand and lodging companies will be stung by lower business and personal
travel. We expect earnings will drop sharply in the wake of multiple coronavirus outbreaks aboard cruise ships and multiple companies
suspending their cruise operations. All rated cruise lines rely mainly on customers from North America. The US Centers for Disease
Control advised Americans to defer all cruise ship travel. The impact will surpass difficult conditions the industry experienced in the
past, including the Costa Concordia and Carnival Triumph incidents in 2012. Lodging companies will be stung by lower business and
personal travel. About half of the lodging & leisure issuers have “high” exposure – dominated by cruise lines and some hotel operators.
We placed several cruise lines on review for possible downgrade, including Carnival (Baa1 on review for downgrade), Royal Caribbean
(Baa2 on review for downgrade), Viking (B1 on review for downgrade) NCL (Ba1 on review for downgrade), and Lindblad (B1 on review
for downgrade)

Some lodging companies focused on business travel, like Marriott (Baa2 stable) and Hyatt (Baa2 stable) are vulnerable to reduced
business since many companies have implemented restrictions on “nonessential” travel, including within the US.

Automakers and auto suppliers also exposed in the baseline scenario
The sector is already under stress because of weaker auto sales (revised down 26 February 2020). This is coupled with changes to the
automotive market like stricter emissions standards that accelerate the shift to hybrid and electric vehicles, increasing costs related
to research and development, engineering, and capital reinvestment. Some automakers are under pressure already, but most are
investment-grade or near investment grade. On the other hand, auto suppliers generally have lower ratings and more vulnerabilities.
More than half of auto suppliers companies have “high” exposure in our bottom-up analysis. We counted nearly 30 auto suppliers in
this category across a much broader spectrum of ratings (Caa, B, Ba, and Baa) compared to airlines, cruise lines, and lodging companies.

Some sectors sensitive to consumer anxiety, social-distancing measures
Other sectors, like gaming, are highly sensitive to consumer anxiety, expansion of social distancing measures and business closures. We
expect gaming — highly discretionary and nonessential consumer spending — will see a significant decline in earnings, with industry-
level EBITDA falling at least 10%-20% over the next year.

Las Vegas operators — like MGM (Ba3 positive), Wynn (Ba3 positive), Las Vegas Sands (Baa3 stable), and Caesars (B1 on review for
downgrade)— will take the most significant hit because they are the most dependent on travel. Wynn and Las Vegas Sands also have
significant exposure to Macau. Regional gaming companies (26 of 32 rated gaming companies) are less exposed to conferences and
travel, which in theory lessens the earnings hit, but consumer anxiety and government restrictions are likely to reduce visits. Our
bottom-up analysis aligns well with the sector-level view on the vast majority of operators in the “high” exposure category.
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Freight transport will also suffer on supply chain disruption, slower economy
Lower freight demand caused by supply chain disruptions and a slowing economy will hurt the transportation sector. Parcel delivery,
freight railroads, and trucking companies will be affected. Cancellations of sailings by ocean carriers after the Lunar New Year holiday
break indicates exports from China decreased materially from last year. The Port of Los Angeles (Aa2 stable) announced a 23%
reduction in cargo volume in February and a major container shipping company said that its guidance is now subject to significant
uncertainties. Lower shipments will impact the intermodal business of railroads and truck carriers. Parcel delivery companies, like
United Parcel Service (A2 negative) and FedEx Corporation (Baa2 negative), have not seen a significant impact at this point and have
some offsets, including less competition from cargo carried in the belly of passenger aircraft that reduced service and supply chain
disruption that could result in shippers, such as automotive manufacturers, using more expeditious airfreight to keep production
moving along.

Apparel will suffer from reduced demand in China, supply chain effects
China has become an increasingly important growth market over the last decade, with many companies reporting growth rates that
well exceed their consolidated overall revenue growth. With the initial impact in China, many companies had temporarily closed a
significant number of stores in the county, with those that remained open seeing a significant decline in traffic. Tiffany & Co. (Baa2 on
review for upgrade), NIKE (A1 stable), Tapestry (Baa2 stable), and Michael Kors’ (Baa3 stable) parent, Capri Holdings Limited, have the
most significant sales exposure to China among the rated public US luxury retail and apparel companies. However, over the past few
weeks, the coronavirus has spread rapidly outside China, into other parts of Asia, Europe and the US. Reduced demand and the effect of
additional temporary store closures in these affected areas will also have a negative impact on apparel sales and profitability over the
near term.

The coronavirus is also disrupting global apparel supply chains. While apparel companies have been diversifying direct sourcing away
from China, the country remains an important source for inputs used for manufacturing in other countries. G-III Apparel Group (Ba3
stable), Caleres (Ba2 negative), and J. Crew (Caa2 developing) have the largest direct sourcing exposures to China. Our bottom-up
analysis mirrors these concerns with a small percentage of issuers with “high” exposure, but a substantial percentage of issuers with
“moderate” exposure.

Exhibit 6

Share of US dollar apparel imports
Year to date November 2019

Exhibit 7

Share of US dollar footwear imports
Year to date November 2019
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A wide range of sectors fall into the 'moderate' exposure category
While Coronavirus presents a less immediate threat to these sectors, broad credit effects could emerge if broadening outbreaks cause
us to shift to our downside macro scenario. Most of the sectors in this category are tied closely to consumer and industrial activity. For
example, nonfood retail would be hit hard in a scenario where stores are closed as a measure to help contain outbreaks. Likewise, the
chemicals and manufacturing could be hit by idling of production facilities — like what was seen in China and is starting to be apparent
in parts of Europe. Some weakly-positioned companies will be pressured more quickly even under the baseline scenario.
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The much larger population of companies with “moderate” exposure in our bottom-up analysis suggests more widespread credit
effects in a worsening situation. About half of the sectors have more than half of the issuers in the “high” or “moderate” categories
(see Exhibit 5). Deteriorating conditions that lead us to adopt the downside scenario would put pressure on a much wider pool of
companies — around 45% in our bottom-up analysis. Other sectors would be caught up in worsening conditions associated with the
downside scenario, such as slowing industrial activity hurting the manufacturing industry or lower commodity prices hurting the mining
industry.

Food and beverage, packaging, telecom, waste management would be insulated
Some sectors provide essential goods and services that would remain necessary even if outbreaks worsened. Grocery stores would likely
remain open — as observed in heavily-restricted containment zones in Lombardy (Italy), Wuhan (China), and New Rochelle, N.Y. (USA)
— supporting demand for products from sectors like food & beverage and natural products processors.

Essential items would be packaged for health and safety reasons, supporting the packaging sector. Online shopping and entertainment
would be heavily relied upon with people spending more time at home, often working remotely if they have the capability. This
supports sectors like telecom & media and IT software & services. However, the media sector – which is included in the telecom &
media sector would be hit harder because advertising activity would decline sharply for a short duration.

Garbage collection would also remain an essential service and support the waste management industry. Local, state, and national
emergency declarations could put stronger support behind these sectors, including the use of military to deliver essential goods and
services.

Oil and gas is vulnerable to a combination of Coronavirus and lower oil prices
Oil prices have declined markedly into the low-to-mid $30/bbl. range driven by an acute oil demand dislocation caused by the
Coronavirus and lack of production cuts by the OPEC+ countries. The global spread of Coronavirus has slowed economic activity
around the world, reducing the demand for oil and oil products. Oil-producing nations so far failed to reach an agreement to reduce
production in response, causing a sharp decline in oil prices in early March 2020. Low oil prices will severely stress the E&P sector on
top of its limited access to capital and high refinancing requirements in 2020-21. The oilfield services sector, which is already weak, will
be impacted by weakening of demand from E&P companies, as well as continued tightening of capital markets access, and may see an
increase in the rate of restructuring and defaults. The midstream sector will escape the worst effects of the price decline in 2020, as it
reduced exposure to commodity prices since 2016, benefits from protective contractual agreements, and has limited financing needs in
2020.

Liquidity concerns are more significant in some sectors
From a global perspective, corporate liquidity could face severe pressure if the bond markets remain challenging. The lack of issuance
in recent weeks, combined with an expected sharp weakening in profits, will strain the liquidity of companies in some sectors. Highly-
rated companies should be able to withstand a temporary shut-down of the bond markets and maintain alternative sources of funding.
Lower-rated companies with weaker liquidity and near-term bond refinancing requirements will be at risk. Our assessment of the
exposure of sectors to the disruption caused by coronavirus includes the potential liquidity issues.
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Exhibit 8

North America overall liquidity exposure by sector
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Based on an analysis of more than 2,000 rated issuers
Source: Moody's Investors Service

More than 100 North American corporates have speculative-grade liquidity ratings of SGL-4, our weakest rating, or other designation
of weak liquidity. A significant number of companies have a collective $488 billion of debt maturing in 2020 and 2021, including
$377 billion of investment-grade and $111 billion of speculative-grade debt, down significantly from $597 billion when we published
our refunding study in January 2020, but still substantial considering disruption in the financial markets and near-term uncertainty.
Addressing liquidity concerns in an environment of widening high yield credit spreads will be more difficult. More than half of the
speculative grade debt that is maturing by the end of 2020 is rated B2 or lower. Technology, oil & gas, healthcare and consumer
products are the sectors that have the most debt maturing.

The rapid and widening spread of the coronavirus outbreak, deteriorating global economic outlook, falling oil prices, and asset price
declines are creating a severe and extensive credit shock across many sectors, regions and markets. The combined credit effects of these
developments are unprecedented. We expect that credit quality around the world will continue to deteriorate, especially for those
companies in the most vulnerable sectors that are most affected by prospectively reduced revenues, margins and disrupted supply chains.
At this time, the sectors most exposed to the shock are those that are most sensitive to consumer demand and sentiment, including global
passenger airlines, lodging and cruise, autos, as well as those in the oil & gas sector most negatively affected by the oil price shock.
Lower-rated issuers are most vulnerable to these unprecedented operating conditions and to shifts in market sentiment that curtail credit
availability. Moody’s will take rating actions as warranted to reflect the breadth and severity of the shock, and the broad deterioration in
credit quality that it has triggered.

For more information on research on and ratings affected by the coronavirus outbreak, please see moodys.com/coronavirus.

Moody’s related publications
March 2020 Global Macro Outlook

Global Passenger Airlines Outlook: March 2020

March 2020 Lodging & Cruise Outlook

Global Automotive Manufacturing Outlook: February 2020

US Gaming-Casinos Outlook: March 2020

Transportation sector at risk in extended coronavirus outbreak: March 2020

Luxury Retail & Apparel: February 2020

February 2020 Global Default Report
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